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"Porto Alegre may be a world leader in sustainable innovation,"
says US urban planner
Expert attends seminar on solid waste management in Capital
09/25/2019 - 4:13 pm

MARCELO GONZATTO

After being recognized as the city of the Participatory Budget and the World Social Forum, Porto
Alegre has the opportunity to become an international reference for another vocation.
According to US urban planner Marc Weiss, who advised the management of Bill Clinton as president
of the United States, the Capital can stand out as a center of sustainable innovation - a development
model that seeks to reconcile technology and sustainability. This theme will be discussed during a
seminar held on Thursday (26) in partnership of organizations and companies with the Embassy of
Sweden.
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The meeting, named Smart City Porto Alegre, will bring together Marc Weiss, Brazilian and Swedish
experts to discuss solutions for solid waste disposal.

READ MORE
We must believe in a more innovative Porto Alegre

Innovation Map: See the creative environments that have made Porto Alegre and Vale do Sinos a
reference in Brazil

- The focus of the seminar is to treat the circular economy as a very important part of sustainable
innovation. One of the biggest challenges is conserving the environment through the use of renewable
resources, recycling and efficiency - says Weiss, 69, visiting professor at the Federal University of Rio
Grande do Sul (UFRGS), president of the Global Urban Development organization and coordinator
Sustainable Innovation Zone of Porto Alegre (ZISPoa).
The ZISPoa is an independent movement that seeks to transform parts of neighborhoods like Azenha ,
Bom Fim , Old Town , Lesser Town , Farrukhabad , Forest , Independence , Rio Branco , Santa Cecilia
and Santana in the most innovative and sustainable place in Latin America by 2025. The The goal is for
the state to follow the same path, according to an economic strategy designed by a World Bank-funded
study in 2015.
- At ZISPoa we are focused, for example, on increasing the use of solar energy. In terms of recycling,
there are already startups engaged in this activity. Porto Alegre can do much more in these areas, but it
has a lot of potential because it has very strong higher education institutions, the Alliance for
Innovation (which brings together UFRGS, PUCRS and Unisinos), a well educated population and
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young people interested in entrepreneurship. When we put it all together, Porto Alegre has a great
opportunity to be a world leader in sustainable innovation - analyzes Weiss.

American Urbanist Marc Weiss
Diego Vara / RBS Agency

For the expert, problems typical of large cities that affect the capital, such as poverty and violence,
would not be obstacles to the ambitious project:
- Compared to other Brazilian cities, the violence seen in Porto Alegre is below average. And
sustainable innovation can connect with lower-income people, helping to create, for example, a
cleaner, more modern recycling industry.
The seminar, which is free and open to the public upon prior registration via the internet (see the
service below), is part of the 8th Sweden-Brazil Week of Innovation.

Smart City Porto Alegre Schedule
Opening Table
8 am - Johanna Skoog (Swedish Ambassador to Brazil), Walker Massa (UFO Space) and Marc
Weiss (ZISPoA / GUD)
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Panel 1
8h30min - 9h - Solid Waste Situation in Porto Alegre (DMLU)
9:30 am - 10 am - Hammarby Sjöstad: Stockholm's most sustainable district - Adalberto
Alencar (U&WE)
10h - 10h30min - Innovation in Solid Waste Management and Circular Economy - Valeria
Michel (Director of Circular Economy at TetraPak)
10h30min - 11h - Recycling and recovery of polymeric waste as input for new products - André
Luis dos Santos da Silva (Seni-RS)
11:30 am - 12:00 pm - Gabriela Otero (Brazilian Association of Public Cleaning Company and
Special Waste)
12h - 13h30min - Lunch
Panel 2
1:30 pm - 2:30 pm - Union Brazil and Sweden looking for sustainable solutions - Walker Massa
(UFO Space)
2:30 pm - 3:20 pm - Discussion forum opened with the participation of Luiz Carlos Silva Filho
(UFRGS), Istefani de Paula (UFRGS) and the public
3:40 pm - 4:20 pm - Renewable Energy Capital - Eduardo Rechten (Recap.se)
4:20 pm - 5:00 pm - Innovation and sustainability in Sweden - Alfredo Fedrizzi (Hyper Island)
17h - Inauguration of sustainable parklet, ZISPoa

How to participate
What: Smart City Porto Alegre: solid waste policy
When: Thursday 26th from 8am to 5pm
Location: Cosmos Space (Avenida Alberto Bins, 514, Center), in Porto Alegre
Registration: click HERE to subscribe
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